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Syntactic Interference in a Bilingual Community:
the use of the reflexive in intransitive variants
of causative verbs.*
Iæonie Comips

Unh)ersitv of Amsterdøm
Abstract

In this paper I discuss the interference of dialect syntactic features
in the spoken regional Standard Dutch of Heerlen. Heerlen is a bilingual
community in which the people speak either the local dialect and/or a
subvariety of Standard Dutch of the Nethedands. I examine the occuttence
of the reflexive 'zich' in causative verbs if these verbs are used
intransitively with inani¡nate subiects. The use of'zich'is considered as
dialect in these constructions and it leads to ungrammaticality in the
Standard Dutch of the Netherlands. The occurrence of the dialectic 'zich'
is sensitive to language background of the speakers and language
background in interaction with the age of the speakers. The factor
education is not relevant here. The use of the dialect 'zich' in the Standard
Dutch of Heerlen can be motivated linguistically. 'Zich' can be used if the
subject itself has the suitable properties to undergo the action of the verb.
The reflexive is excluded when this is not the case e.g. the instigatot has to
be an external one. Interestingly enough, these generalizations ale not ttue
for the local dialect of Heerlen.

0.

Introduction
In this paper I want to present a sociolinguistic study of syntactic
variation. I'will discuss the interference of dialect syntactic features in the
spoken regional Standard Dutch of Heerlen. Heerlen is a town of 90,000
inhabitants in Limburg, a province in the southeast of the Netherlands,
and it is situated near the Belgium and German borders.
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describe briefly why Heerlen is a very appropriate location in
which to examine languáge contact and slntactic interference' In the second
I
oart, I describe in wñat way the data was collected' In the third part'

I

ãiscoss to what extent diaiect syntactic interference into the regional
Standard Dutch shows social and linguistic stratification of the speakers'
f., ttr. lu", par! I discuss whether syntactic interference can be motivated

linguistically'

1,

Heerlen
Heerlen offers a unique oPPoltunity for investigating the linguistic
1930'
effects of an enormous immigratión into a small village' From 1900 to
to
workers
of
thousands
the expansion of the mining induslry -attracted
This
abroad'
from
and
HeerlËn f¡om elsewhere in the Netherlands
immieration changed the social econpmic, and religious uniformity of the
of
.å*"i""itv of Heätm Within the span of these thirty years theis natives
i¡
shown
This
minority'
a
ft""rl"., *ho spoke the local dialect became
table 1:
Table

inhabitants

2,7

bom inside

bom outside
72.2

47.8

5L.1
54.7

The language test
Special survey methods are required

particularly so when the const¡uctions are considered to be ungrammatical
in Standard Dutch of the Netherlands. Therefore, this survey employs a
language test. In this paper I am going to discuss the data derived from one
particular language test. The reason for using a test was to elicit as many
instances of syntactic intetference as possible. I will not discuss the design of
this survey or the methodology I have used to construct the tests.
Let us now turn to a discussion of syntactic dialect constructions. In
the local dialect of Heeden, some causative verbs can have a reflexive if
these verbs are used intransitively. The sentences (1), (2), and (3) illustrate
this. In the local dialect, the use of a reflexive in these sentmces is obliged,
but the same sentences are ungrammatical in the Standard Dutch of the
Nethedands.
(1)

.SD/LD

De
'the

situatie in de oorlog verandert
situation in the war changes

(2)

.SD/LD Het
'the

in de
koren buigt zich
com berids reflexiae in the

De

haren

'the

hair

bom outside

the Netherlands

87.8

46,917

%
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in order to obtain syntactic
data. Regional syntactic vâriation is very hard to obtain. This is

I

of Heerlen

1930
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(3)

-SD/LD

krtllen

cu¡ls

zich
reflexiue

in
in

de
the

zich
reflexioe'
wind
wind'
wind
wind'

(SD=Standard Dutch of the Netherlands, LD=local dialect)
21.9

*no data
Dieteren (1962.4\ & Sociogram (1986:87)

of Heerlen
Furthermore, Heerlen is a bilingual community lnhabitants
Standard
regional
and
local dialect aJa first language
rp"ut
Dutch
as a
"iú"t'tf,"
Standa-rd
Ëutch as a second language, or they speak regional
Standard
from
f;fi;ü""g". In addiãon,"the local-diilect is quite distinct
Dutch ii aÏl grammatical asPects: Phonological, - lexical, and syntactic'
Therefore, intãrference of syntactic- features of the local dialect in the
,pJun ."glo"ut Standard putch of Heerlen may well result in syntactic
cãnstructúns that are not Present in the Stândald Dutch of the
Netherlands.

I

also presented a medial construction to the informants, Sentence (4)
illustrates this. A medial construction needs a modifying adverb in order to
be grammatical. This medial consttuction is, however, Iike sentences (1),
(2), and (3) acceptable with a reflexive in the local dialect but not Present
with a re.flexive in the Standard Dutch of Netherlands.

(4) -SD/LD

Het
'the

boek

book

verkoopt zich
sells rcJlexiae

goed

good'

The language test is âdministered in Standard Dutch. In this test, I offered
the info¡mants three intransitive verbs, namely aeranderen, buigen, and
krullen. Besides these three, I presented five other structurally similar
causative verbs. In spite of the structural similarities between the eight

verbs, the first three are grammatical
25
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the local dialect with the
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reflexive, the other five are ungrammatical with a reflexive in the local
dialect.
There are two main reasons for using a language test. First it is
possible to investigate if and to what extent the informants with different
first languages and social qualifications show syntactic interference. The
hypothesis is put forward that the oldest informants who speak the local
dialect as a first language and have a low education exhibit more dialectic
syntactic features. That is, I expect an interaction between social and
linguistic factors. Second, it's possible to examine whether the informants
switch between verbs which have the same categorial status. In other

Intercultural Communication Studies II:2 1992

Table 2 on the next page shows

into the negative." Sentences (5) and (6) are examples.
Instruction: "put inteftogatiae sefltences iflto the negøtiae"
inteftogatiae (input):

(5)
(6)

Zie je

hoe het koren zich in
t he com reflexiae in

'see you how

Denk je dat het
'believe you that the

eten
food

de

the

Table 3

output

input
+ =verb with a reflexive
=feature local dialect
+ =repetition

output

-

wind
wind

butgt?

bmds'

in de zomer bederft
in the summer decays'

ik zie niet hoe het koren (zich) in de wind buigt
'no I see not how the com (refl.) in the wind bends'

(5)a Nee,

ik denk niet dat het eten (zich)
no I believe not that the food (refl.)

Nee,

in

in

de

the

mput
- =verb without a reflexive
- =feature Standard Dutch
- =repetition

=deletion of the reflexive

+ =insertion of the reflexive

2.3.

possible ønswers (output):

(6)a

are

Fo¡ each of the two kinds of input, i¡fomants have four output
options. They may choose between the insertion or deletion of the reflexive
or they may simply repeat the two kinds of input.
Table 3 shows the possible ouþuts as a function of two kinds of input.

The input and output ofthe language test

I used a simple repetition with modification test in order to obtain
syntactic interference. Although I examined several syntactic constructions,
I only refer here to the behavior of the reflexive in the regional Standard
Dutch of Heerlm. The instruction of the language test was "put sentences

in what way the nine verbs

administered.

words, does the use of the reflexive vary between speakers?

2.2.

Leonie Cornips

zomer bederft
summer decays'

The total number of informants in this survey is 66. The total number of
verbs where a reflexive is possible is nine, namely eight causative verbs
and one medial construction. The 66 informants-divided into two groups of
29 and 37 info¡mants-have two kinds of input. The input consists of verbs
with a reflexive like sentence (5) or without a reflexive-like sentence (6).

Deletion or insertion of the reflexive
For the moment I am only inte¡ested in outputs of the informants
that deviate from the input. The deviant score provides strong evidence
that the construction-whether a reflexive is inserted or deleted-is in the
dialect of the speaker. Tables 3a- and b on pages 29-31 present all speakers
who produced a deviant score.r The blank spots represent a repetition of
the input, The top of each table shows the eight causative verbs.
What is more, the score shows to what extent the informants
deleted or inserted the reflexive in the input. In other words, the informant
produces the grammatical construction of the Standard Dutch of the
Netherlands or inserts the reflexive of the local dialect. In the first case,
the informant presents no syntactic interference, in the second case he does.
It is obvious from tables 3a and 3b that more informants delete the
reflexive than insert it. There are more minus than plus scores. Notice also
that tables 3a and 3b do not represent an implicational scale. Therefore,
the pattern of the scores is too irregular.

3.7.

The use of the reflexive with Ìespect to linguistic and social
stratification
As I mentioned in the introductiorL I am going to examine to what

extent syntactic interference shows social and linguistic stratification.
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Table 2

bederven drogen breken koken slepen ve¡anderen
(pefi.)

'decay' 'dry' 'break' 'boil' 'drag' 'change'
reflexive
in input

29 29

29

29

37

37

k¡ullen buigen

'curl' 'bend'
37

no reflexive

in input
total numbers

ofinformants
(J

66 66

66

66

66

66

*=ungrammatical with a reflexive in the local dialect of Heerlen
t=medial construction

verkopen

66

'sell'

37

29

to

37

66

co

c{

Table 3b
slepen

ve¡ån¿þÉû

krùlleû

buigen

drogen b€derven br€ken koken (perf.)

.)

ou[pur

I

I3l0 hI. Witd

3 Ll DiK
4 Ll hr. Balk
5 t3lY Jeroeû
6 L3Æ Stef
7 l3N loop
8 121Ì Kaþl
9 ú/0 hr. Beder
10 Ll tu. Vetten
11 LUY Tom
12 Ll hr. Sole
Ll Ber€nd
t4 L3lY Piet
IJ Irl0 Aænds
l6 É/Y Gijs

t7 LZo

Ll
Ll

18

19

m

h¡.

ò

Huif

h¡. Retten
h¡. Aaf

a)

3

L3lY Atrdre

lable 3b continued

slepen Ìlgr¿nderen laullen

bùigen

d&gen

H€rven

breken

koken

ô
z,

ourpur

21 L3lY Michiel
22 LA0tu.Bøst
23 L2ll0 hf. Huls

U

25

L?0tu.Berk
LZo hr. Bon

L2l0 ht. Gres

n

28

LzlY Ff¿rk
V2^rt los
\o
\o

29 LZO Ìu. Duif
30 L3,ry Geert
31 LZOhr. Kor€n
32 L2!Y Petø
33 L2lY Nelis
34 L3lY Ralph
35 LllY ReEe
36 L2lY Rob
3? LøY Roel
x

= ùn8¡arn¡natical in the lo(¿l diale4t of He€¡len
Dutch âs a first laùglage; drcir Pa¡ents a¡e bom
= langù¿ge 8Ioup 1: informa¡ts speák Standa¡d
outside the P¡ovi¡ce ofl-imburg
L2 = language g¡oup 2: inforhânts a¡e bilingual; they speak the local dialect âs a fust language a¡d
Sta¡da¡d Dutch ¿s a second lângùage
L3 = la¡gnage e¡oùp 3: info¡mânts spe¿k Stând¿¡d Dutch as a fiIst lãnguâge while lheir pa¡€nts speaÌ the
loca.l dialect as ¿ first la¡guage

Ll

Y=

o

age betwe€o 20 ajld 40 yea¡s

= âÊe older tba¡ 60

old

ô
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Therefore, I divided the speakers into three large groups according to their
language backgroi.rnd. First, language group 1: the informants speak regional
Standa¡d Dutch as a first language but their Parents are born outside the
province of Limburg. Second, language group 2: the informants are bilinguaf
they speak the local dialect as a fitst language and regional Standard
Dutch as a second language. And third, language group 3: the infomants
speak regional Standard Dutch as a first language while their parents
speak the local dialect as a first language.
Education and age subdivide the sPeakers into smaller groups. Both
education and age have two levels, respectively a high or low educatiory
and ages between 20 and 40 years old or older than 60'

3.2.

Intercultural Communication Studies II:2

Table

mean
yor¡ng (n = 20)
1.05
old (n =

17)

1.3s

.86

within

s.d.
1.,54
.95

32

within

Ll (n=9)

3.6L

within

groups

1.62

12)

1.17

1.03

I3

6¡

2.13

1.46

F

mean souares

betweengroups

L2 (n =
(n =

sor¡fce

1.39

=2.23,df=2p>.05
Table

5

b

Analysis of variance for effect language
verbs: slepen, aerønderen, ktullen, and buígen

1.88

s.d,
.64

L2 (n= L7)

groups

.77

5a

s.d.

Ll(n=8)

solüce mean squafes
between Sroups 1.19

groups

Anaþis of variance for effect language
verbs: bederaen, drogen, breken, and koken (pefi.)

meím

Analysis of variance for effect age

old (n = 12)

source mean squares
between groups .84

F=1.1,df=1,35p>.05

Table 4 a

vetbs: bederaen, drogen, breken, anó, koken (petÍ.)

b

s.d.
.89

Table

In order to assess a social and/or a linguistic stratification, I
analyzed the scores by means of an analysis of variance. Tables 4 and 5
show the results. Tables 4a and b show no stratification with respect to the
age of the informants for all verbs. The probability (p) is larger than .05. I
do not describe the factor education here because this factor aPPears not to
be relevant.
In contrast to the data presented in table 5a, the data in table 5b do
provide evidence for a stratification according to language background.
With respect to the verbs, the data in table 5b are different from those in
table 5a. Table 5b offers for the larger part the verbs that ale grammatical
with the reflexive in the local dialect of Heerlen.
Table 5c also shows a stratification fot the total amount of verbs
and informants. Both the results of table 5b and table 5c demonstrate that
language group 2-the speakers who have the local dialect as a first
language-produces the less deviant score.

4
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Anaþis of variance for effect age
verbs: slepen, uerønderen, krullen, and, buigen

Linguisticfactors

me¡m
young (n = 14
1.59

1992

lÍI

(n = 12)

sourc€ mean squafes
between groups

within groups
1.33

.98

F = 5.84, dÎ = 7,34p =.0066

1.78

33

.o
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5c

Analysis of variance for effect language.
ttetbs: bederuen, drogen, breken, koken (peú.), slepefl, oetønderen, krullen,
and buigen

source

s.d.

LI (n = 17)

2.06

1.09

12 (n =29)

.93

.84

13 (n = 20)

mean souates

betweengroups

7.45

groups

1.,07

within

1,22

F = 6.97, df = 2,63 P = .0018

In contrast to tables 4 where only the factor age is measured the results of
tables 6 demonstrate that if age is examined in interaction with language
background, both factors are significant. Table 6a includes all eight verbs.
Table

6a

effects age and language
verbs: bederuen, drogen, breken, koken (pefi.), slepen, aeranderen, krullen,
and buicen

square

Tables 7a and b give the results of the deviant scoles conceming the

medial construction.

F

main effects
aBe

language
2-way interactions
age language
F

2.22
7.89

2.16
7.68
6.79

3.49

=3.49,df =2,65P=.037
Table

6

b

cell means: age and language

Ll

L2

young 2.5 (6)
old

1.82

.57

(r4)

old

3,3. The medial construction

Anaþis of vatiance for

mean

uoung

I3
1.47 (77)

(1.1) 'r.27 (1.s) 2.67 (3)

.037

aerkopen

'sell'

'sell'

input -

.L4
.001

TableTb

Table 7a
oetkopen

L2lYHenk

+

I3lY Arne
I3lY Ruud
I3lY Anton

+
+
+
+

L2lY lart
LZ/Y Jelle
L2/0 ht. Bel

L3l0 hr. Ris
L1l0 hÌ. Roos
L1l0 hr Menen
L1l0 hr. Mije

input
LllY

+
+

Berend

L1l0 hr. Vetten
LllO hr. Balk
L3lY Piet
I3lYJeroen

+.

JJ

+
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These ate striking results in comparison to the causative verbs' More
informants insert thân delete the reflexive. 'lable 7a shows that informants
{rom all three language backgrounds insert the reflexive. They all exhibit
syntactic interference from the local dialect' Table 7b, however, shows that
no bilinguals, that is, no informants from language group 2 delete the
reflexive. On the basis of these facts it is undeniable that this medial
construction with the reflexive is not only gtammatical in the local dialect
but also in the regional Standard Dutch of Heerlen'

3.4.

The conclusion conceming age anìil linguistic factors

To sum up, the results of the causative verbs show that syntactic
interference can be sensitive to age in interaction with linguistic factors.
Although the education factor plays no Part in this particular variable,
language background does. Whereas the age factor alone shows no
influence, it does in interaction with language background' The results
demonstrate the following pattem; for language group 1., that is to say the
informants with parents outside the province of Limburg, the younger
people exhibit less syntactic interference than the older ones. This is what
we would expect for all language groups. But for language groups 2 and 3 it is
the other way around and the hypothesis is not confirmed' The younger
people use more dialect interference than the older ones. In terms of
language change we can predict that for these groups of informants, dialect
interference is going to increase. This last conclusion is obviously supported
by the results of the medial construction.

4.1.

linguistic notivation of the deviant scores concernìng the
with an inanimate subiect
verbs
causative

Towards

a

I now turn to the question of to what extent syntactic intelference
can be predicted structuraþ or linguistically. Within generative accounts,
all eight verbs have the same categorical status' They are all ergative
verbs. In sho¡t these verbs have the following characteristics: the subiect is
not an agentive one but a theme, the subject corresponds to the object in
transitivã alternations, no impersonal pássive is possible, and the verbs
select the auxiliary "to be."
So the question is what haPPens if these verbs occur with the
reflexive. In the first place one structural qualification changes: the
auxiliary becomes "to have" instead of "to be." Sentences (6)a, b, and c
illustrate this.

(6)a

De situatie in

de

'the situation in

oorlog

the war

is

is
JO

(aux=be)

veranderd
changed'

1992
Lcorìic Cofl)iDs
zich veranderd
(6)b De situatie in de oorlog heeft
(aux=høae)
refl, changed'
in
the
war
has
'the situation
Iûercultural Communicatiol Studies II:2

(6)c

-De situatie in

de

'the situation in

oorlog

ls

the war ]s

(aux =

zich
be) refl.

vetanderd
changed'

Impersonal passive is also excluded by this change. In the second place, and
this is important here, the use of the reflexive excludes the occurtence of a
person or a thing that takes action in a prepositional phtase. Sentences (7)a
and b illustrate this.

(7)a

Het glas is
the

(7)b

*Het

'the

gebroken door

de

glass

is

broken by the

glas

heeft

zich
ref.

glass has

jongen

acting person)
boy'

(expresses

gebroken door

b¡oken by

de

j

the

ongen

boy'

In

sentence (7b) the addition of a person or thing that causes the action
leads to an ungrammatical sentence.
Let us go back to our eight causative verbs that are used as ergatives

in the language test. Since all eight verbs have the

same structural
should
treat
them
the same. 2
qualificatiois, lheoretically the infoimants
But as we have seen in tables 3a and 3b, this is not the case; the sco¡es for
each verb are different and the informants show in general a regular
pattem for all verbs despite their age and linguistic stratification'
Remember that all the ve¡bs are offered with an inanimate subject.
If we keep in mind that the reflexive excludes the addition of a person or
thing that causes the action then this means that the instigator of the
action of the verb cannot be expressed. The sublect is obliged to have
semantic properties by which it is possible for the ve¡b to express action
without help from outside. On the contrary, if the subiect itself does not
posses the appropriate semantie ProPerties, then the cause of the action
has to be an external one. If that is so, addition of the reflexive is not
possible. An explanation for the differences in treatment of the verbs is to
what extent the subject has inherent Properties or to what extent the cause
of the action of the verbs has to be found externally. If this is true, the
informants exclude the reflexive if there is an extermal cause. We can
formulate this statement by rules (8)a and b:

37
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The occurrence of the reflexive in intransitive constructions of causative
verbs:

(8)a

use the reflective if the subject itself has the specific ProPerties
and to undergo the action of the verb;

(8)b

do not use the reflexive when (8)a is not the case, e.g. when the
instigator has to be an extemal one.

(8a) and (8b) overlap, variation in the use of the
reflexive is p¡edictable.
Let is now tum to the eight sentences examined in the language test:

If it is possible that

A(9)

Hoor
'hear

A(10) Zie
'see

je

you

je

ook
also

ook

you

A(Lr) zie je
'see you

hoe het glas
how

the

hoe Peters b.arcn zich

hair rcfl.

also

how Peters'

ook
also

hoe het koren
how the co¡n

ie

you

dat het eten zich
that the Íood refl

B(r3) Zie

hoe

de

'see

B(14)
B(15)

Denk

je

'believe

you

Denk

je

'believe

dat
that

ook
you also

de

rf,

was zich
wash refl.

the

buigt?
bends'

inde zomer bederft?
in the súnmer decays'

bruidsjapon zich

you how the wedding-dress

wind
wind

in the

over de grond sleept?
across the ground drags'

droogt in de winter?
dries in the winter'

dat ,die winkel in de S. tlaat
that the store in the S. street
zìch niet verandert?
refl. not changes'

We can divide the sentences into two gioups. Group A consists of the
sentences (9), (10), and (11). These sentences have specific subjects which
have the suitable properties to undergo the action exPlessed by the
predicate. In sentence (9) the subject "glass" is able to breaþ in sentence (10)
the subject "hair" has the proPerties to curl by nature. The same is true for
the subject in sentence (11), "Com" has the properties or is able to bend. The
38
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second group, group B, consists of the sentences (12), (13), (14), and (15). The
sentences (12), (13), and (15) have in common that they are not capable of
expiessing the cause within the subject and the verb. The instigator has to
be an external one. The semantic properties of the subjects possess too many
broad features for the verb to express action. Let us suppose that the subject
in sentence (15) is not "store" but a more specific one like "weather." In that
case the subject "weather" itself has the specific features to undergo the
action expressed by the predicate and fo¡ this reason the reflexive can be

used easily. The subject in sentence (14), however, has more specific
properties than the subjects in the sentences (13) and (15). But, the
prepositional phrase "in the winter" implies that the subject "the wash" is
not able "to dry" by itself, e.g. it implies an extemal factor.
The generalization (8a) predicts for group A a repetition of the
reflexive. In contrast to group A, (8b) predicts for group B that the reflexive

will

in de wind k¡ullen?
in the wind curl'

in de

zich
refl:

B(12) Denk
' believe
le

doormidden breekt?
in half
breaks'

zich

glass refl,
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disappear.
If we order the verbs numerically the following hierarchy appears:
Table

I

Totøl number of deletion oÍ the reÍlerioe (tøbles 3a and 3b)
B
B

nbederven:

*slepen:

22 o]ut of29
2L out o137

B

*drogen:

13 ot¡t'

B

*breken:
veranderen:

A
A

krullen:
buigm:

oÍ29

10 out of 29
10 out of 37
8 out

of37

5 out of 37

*=ungrammatical with a reflexive in the local dialect

If we consider the scores of the eight verbs we see that the scores confirm to
a certain extent the prediction that is made for group A and B.

4.2.

The use of the reflexive in the local dialect of Heerlen and in the
regional Standard Dutch of Heerlen

As I have mentioned in section 2.1, the sentences (10), (11), and (15)
are grammatical in the local dialect of Heerìen but unacceptable in the
Stândard Dutch of the Netherlands. In contrast to the generalizations (8)â
and b the vetbs krullen, buigen and aerønderen are always grammatical
39
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with the reflexive in the local dialect' The semantic ploPerties of

the
that
subiects are not relevant with respect to grammaticality' We can argue
theée verbs a¡e lexicalized for the use of the reflexive in the local dialect'
All other causative verbs like bedenen, slepen, drogen, and bteken are
ungrammatical with the Ìeflexive "zich'' in both language varieties' But as
ral""huu" seen, the use of the reflexive has spread through the regional
Standard Dutch of Heerlen. Not only the sentences (10), (11), and (15) but
also all verbs with the same structural similarities can occur with a
reflexive in the regional Standard Dutch of Heerlen' In the past Heerlen
has offered as a bilingual community the linguistic conditions to create a
generalization out of a lexicalized use of the reflexive'

5.

In this paper it is demonstrated that syntactic interference can be
sensitive to socìal and linguistic factors. The use of the reflexive "zich" in
intransitive variants of causative verbs shows stratification with respect
to age in interaction with the linguistic background of the speakers of
Heerlen. The education factor is not relevant here'

Whât is mole, it is obvious that the fact that certain syntactic
elements belong to the same structural class or category does not imply that
these structural similarities are as real for language users' If that is true'
the speakets in this survey would not be able to vary between them ln
reality, they do, and at first sight the variation :e.ems to be irregular'
Howáver, iemantic proPelties in interaction with syntactic features
demonstrate a certain oider' We can conclude that the speakers have
developed a generalization for the use of the reflexive "zich'"

I uould tike to thønk

Bermis, H. & T. Hoekstra.
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Notes
,|

The names of the infomants are fictitious'

2.

In this discussion I exclude the verb koken (peú')' I do this for the
following reason. Only this verb is offered with the auxiliary "to

have." If"the informants intend to delete the reflexive, they also have
to change the auxiliary "to have" in "to be." So in contrast to the other
causatiie verbs, two linguistic actions have to take place'
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